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ABSTRACT

After a critical overview on the traditional way of expressing

the accuracy of experiments testing the postulates of the special theory of

relativity, the four-parameter test theory Is briefly Introduced. The

existing experiments are then classified and their accuracies are

expressed In terms of the parameter of the t u t theory. Ey changing the

convention of synchronisation of distant clocks. It la shorn how different

equivalent theories can be formulated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hodarn physic* la so fascinating, beautiful, simple, and has
developed such an inertia among physicists, that usually nobody la willing
to listen to anything about change* and rival theories. News on high
accuracy experiment* testing the fundamental concept* and assumptions of
physics are Just accepted with satisfaction. Maybe the best example Is
the special theory of relativity (SIR) which Is our basic theory of apace-
time. It ia actually the basis of our physical theories, ia applied in
our daily life through the world'* precision networks of dock* (uTC), and is Boat
symmtric, highly simple and most beautiful. Specially, looking to rival
theories one can learn to admire the beauty and the predictive power of STR.
Yet it is desirable to quantify then attribute*. There are too many
experiments testing various aspect* of STR. To Interpret them, one needs
a test theory. A test theory, generally speaking, define* a class of rival
theories in term* of n-paramatars. The actual theory to be tested will be
represented by just one point in the n-dlmensional paraneter-space. The
test theory specifies Instructions how to correlate experiments, testing the
theory with point* or region* of this parameter-space. The viable theories
are represented by a neighbourhood of the actual theory. Some measures of
the volume of this neighbourhood tell* ua how accurate the tests of the theory
are (see Fig.l).

Now a test theory of STR remains mainly klneaatlcal. Dynamical
aspects of any space-tine theory do interfere with theories of fundamental
interactions, such as Maxwell1* electrodynamics and Einstein's general
relativity. As far as gravitation 1* concerned, there are other viable
theories than the general theory of relativity, which are based on STR. Hence,
It ia worthwhile to have a test theory of general relativity, which has already been
developed *' '. Hie Haxwell electrodynamics, however, is almost uniquely defined
by the highly symmetric Iorattx group of STR. Once It is abandoned, one is
compelled to make ad hoc assumption* to formulate the theory in an arbitrary
reference frame. Actually, the ambiguities arise at the level of the definition
of simple concept* such a* momentum '. One Important aspect of test theories
of STR is the question of synchronisation. Any such test theory must be able
to classify equivalent theories up to a synchronisation convention. Otherwise
It may happen that physically equivalent theories are considered es rival
one. *>-5».

Here, we first review the traditional way of testing relativity and
the Robertson test theory 6)>7'. He then formulate th* ttst theory of
Kefs.B-10 in a compact form and discus* the experiment* in that fraawowork.
Example* of equivalent theories up to synchronization are also considered.
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II. TRADITIONAL MAY OF TESTING STR

U'When Michelson and Horley U' carried out their famous experiment,

they expected an effect proportional to f jj , where v was taken to bef^J , where v
of the order of the velocity of the earth In It* orbit around the sun.
Within the sccuracy of the. experiment no effect was observed. The accuracy
Is stated in terms of the maximal velocity of the earth through the ether,
which Is in that case 8 km/s. The successors used the same line of
argumentation and gave the accuracy of their experiments in terms of the
ether-drift. This "test procedure" 1* based on the following sssuaptlonai

1) There exist* a preferred reference frame t ("ether frame"), in which
light travel* lsotroplcally.

2) The Galilei transformation hold* between moving Inartlal frame*.

The outcome of experiment* devised to measure the velocity of earth through

the ether, were accordingly calculated klnematlcally and expressed in powers

of - . Experiment* using closed light paths, like those of Michelson-Morley

and Kennedy-Thorndlke, are sensitive to - , and were therefore called
in) vc/

second-order experiments . No first-order effect* were expected In

terrestrial experiments using closed light path*. Up to the end of the

fifties, technical difficulties prevented the execution of terrestrial
9)

experiments using non-dosed light path* . The situation changed around
1960 when the advent of Msars and lasers and the Kossbauer effect made new
types of experiment* technically feasible. Holler 1Z) In 1957 and Ruderfer 13)

in 1960 pointed out these possibilities and gave a preliminary theoretical

analysis. This led to * renaissance of Interest* In first-order experiments.

In Sec. IV we give an Interpretation of these experiments.

Experiments measuring the time-dilation, either directly or indirectly
through the second-order Doppler effect cannot be handled In this way. As a
consequence of the supposed absoluteness of timerno problem arose concerning
the synchronization of clacks In this schastt. Transported clock* show the
absolute time, Irrespective of their velocities.

III. TEST THEORY Of ROBERTSON

Robertson was the first who formulated a teat theory of special

relativity and gave a ayst M M tic analysis of the Importance of second-order

experiments '' '. Be derived the Lorentc transformation by using general

postulates such as the Isotropy and homogeneity of space and time together
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with three second-order experiments. These are the Michelson-Horley, Keimedy-
Thorndike lt>i and Ives-StlUwell 15' experimsnts. He did not,however,
study the problem of synchronisation of distant clocks. Therefore, his
theory is not t^«M« of interpreting first-order experiments.

I In which light travels

•formation to a system S having

Assuming a preferred reference frame

isotropically, Robertson writes for the tran

• velocity v relative to I

V • ™i

X - a.x + va-t,

where (T.X.Y.ZJ and

The functions aQ, «j

(t,x,y,sj are coordlnataa In I and S> respectively.

and are to be daterailned by the Michelson-Horley,

Kennedy•Thorndlke and Ivea-Stlllwall experiments. The transformation is

chosen such that the distant clocks in S are automatically Einstein

synchronized, which mans that the one-way velocity of light is Isotropic.

Whereas, one should have the choice of aynchronlctng distant clocks according

to transport procedure,which Beans that clocks In S show the sane time as a

slowly moving clock does.

The test theory proposed In left.7-9 Incorporates the role of

synchronisation of distant clocks, thereby asking an Interpretation of first-

order experiments possible.

IV. TEST THEORY OF REF8.8-10

To arrive at our teat theory the following assumptions are essential!

1) The velocity of light Is Independent of the motion of the source.

Z) In Z, the preferred frame, the synchronization by slow clock transport

(S_) and by the Einstein procedure (S_) agree,

3) There is no preferred direction in I .

Then, assuming the linearity of transformation between S and I, and acme
reasonable kineaatlcal assumptions, one obtains

t - a(v) T + C* + <2y + €2i

x - b(v)(X-vT)

y - d(v)Y

s - d(v)Z . (1)

-*-

where we have obviously assumed the velocity of 3 to be parallel to the
X-axis.

Note the hybrid fora of the t-tranaformatlon which Is essential for our

test theory. The philosophy behind it is the following. The clocks in S

are characterised by their rates and settings. The rate of clocks, which

Is Independent of the location of clocks, may be related to the rate of clocks

in £ by a factor a(v), but the setting of clocks In S may be fixed conven-

tionally st every point *. Hence, in general we should add a function f(x,v) to

a(v) T to get the tie* that e clock Is showing at a point *. The dependence

on v is necessary because f could be different for each system S. But a

general function for f leada to undue complication In dynaaics. Therefore,

we let f be linear In x, that is f(x,v) • £(v)*x. In caaea of interest

the vector 6 Is parallel to v. This should be evident from the fact that

any physically reasonable synchronisation would not prefer any special

direction in S, and v gives the only direction to define ? • Thus, we

set the vector £ parallel to v • (v,0,0)i

t - (£(v), 0,0) .

This leada to the final fora of the transformation!

t - a-T + £ • *

x - b(s-vT)

y - dY

s - dZ

(2)

(3)

Now fe(v) la determined solely by convention. Had we chosen in (1), on the

right-hand aide of the transformation part, X instead of x, aa one would

usually do, then & could not be determined Just by convention.

Once 6 is defined by synchronisation, the arbitrary functions
a(v), b(v) and d(v) can be determined by three distinct experiments. It is
now an easy task to calculate 6 in the case when clocks are synchronised
according to Einstein with the light signals. One then obtalna

(4)

The calculation of £-, for the alternative way of synchronisation through

slow clock transport, needs sore care. The result is 8)
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(5)

Obviously, these two results differ In general. Tha equality of both
procedures is neither trivial nor logically cogent.

If we require tha equality of

a<v) - U-vz)

and

1/2

we hava

(6)

which la exactly tha special raUtlvlatlc valua of time dilation. Nota

that we arrived at thla raault Irrespective of valua* of b and d.

Therefore, ona can determine tha time dilation factor a(v) simply by

comparing tha two synchronisation methods, aa la shown below.

Ha now turn to tha expression for tha velocity of light In the
system S. Transforming tha light cons X - T • 0, we obtain for tha
valoelty of a light ray propagating In an angle 9 with raapact to tha
axis

C(e) . £b(l-v2)co»6 - b2d2(l-v2)sin2»l (7)

cos
Ze(£Zb - 2Cva) • slnZe(d2bs2)

For the sake of comparison of calculated affacts with the correa-

pondlng experiments, ona has to take an expansion of a,b and d In powers

of v, namely

a(v) • 1 + ov2 I + Bv2 + .... d - 1 + «v2 + ... . (8>

Ms are now In a position to calculate various affecta and to classify
tha experiments.

1) rirst-ordar effects result If distant clocks a n synchronised
according to transport procedure. In thla case we have, up to the first-
order In v,

a • b • d • 1 , £ • £^ • &j- • 2ow ,

and for the velocity of light we obtain up to tha first orders of v

C(6> - 1 - v(l+2a)co«e . (9)
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The one-way velocity of light Is a measurable quantity In this case and is
direction dependent If a 4 -j • One could aassure the one-way velocity
of light with the help of two atomic clocka which are to be synchronised at
one point In space and then separated. This Is actually tha way In which
the world's precision network of clocks Is synchronised. The clocks
contributing to UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) are synchronized with tha
help of radio signals, the propagation of which Is Measured with the help
of clock transport. No influence of the motion of the earth or the solar
system on the comparison between synchronization by slow clock transport and
by the Einstein procedure has been found at tha 10~8-sec. level l .
Since delay times of the order of 3.10 sec. are Involved, we obtain

<l+2a)v« 3.10'6 .

which corresponds to s maximal velocity of the earth through the ether of
10 km/a. Assuming the velocity of the earth in the preferred system of the
order of 300 km/a, as suggested by observations of the microwave Dackground,
we obtain

-£ t 2.10"3

A careful analysts of tha Homer experiment. I.e. determination of the light

velocity from the occultstlons of the moons of Jupiter, shows that the absence

of Irregularities of the occultatlons of the moons of Jupiter within an

accuracy of

The

At i 0,1 sec, leada to a - j ± 7.10-2 «)

rotor experiments ' 'and the newly applied technique
19 >of two-photon spectroscopy , which are modern terrestrial versions of tha

Homer experiment, are the most accurate teats of apaclal relativity. Tha
experiment of Iaaak 18) implies

-\ * IQ"7

All these experiments can be Interpreted in terms of the ether drift,

or of the anisotropy In the one-way velocity of light, provided clock

transport synchronisation Is assumed. Table 1 summarizes various experiments

and their accuracies in terms of various Interpretations.

11) The average (two-way) speed of light is Independent of £ , and Is

calculated to be
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c(e) - p(i-v2)

a[coa2e
1/2

(10)

This value can also ba obtained fro* (7) If tba Slnataln synchronization la

usad. Ona *««a that tha light velocity lit S can depend both on the

direction (6) and on tha velocity v of the system. Effects to measure In

experiments Ilka Mlchelaon-Horlsy's and Kennedy-Thorndlhs's am proportional to

£ . Therefore, using (10). we write the expansion

)v2aln20 + (a-B+l)v2 .

Taking v - const, tha variation with respect to • gives

2(B+4-j)»2cos2e •

(11)

This is exactly tha terai Matured in experiments, such as that of Mtchelsm-ltarlsy.

on the isotropy of light propagation. The most accurate teat of tha isotropy

Is that of Brlllet and Hall 2 0 ) which aota an upper llnlt of 25.10"9 for

p + 6 - 2 . In Tabla 2 we list several experiments tasting tha Isotropy of

light propagation and glva tba accuracy according to various interpretations.

For tha Importance of laaan'a axpsrlaent and another interpretation of tha

Hlchalson-Horley experiment, sea Raf.10.

Assuming tba isotropy of light, we can write for tha variation of ^

with respect to v

v

To test this affect ona mads two reference fraaaa for comparison with a velocity

difference of ov. Tha orbital Motion of tha earth provides this velocity

difference, which la being used In tha Kamedy-Thorndlke experiment. This

measurement, which has not yet bean repeated, leads to

or

2(a-B+l)v - 10 i 10 k W s

a-« - 1.02 ± 2.1J0'2

Since a Is known with high accuracy fro* tha flrat-ordar experiment*,

we can regard this aa a measurement of tha Lorants contraction coefficient 0

Tha experimental accuracy la, however, not vary good.
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V. SYNCHRONIZATION AND EQUIVALENT THEORIES

We have seen that a physical theory of space-time transformation Is

characterised by three peraaetes. Our fourth parameter fc can be chosen

arbitrarily by convention. For example. If you take tha special relativistic

values of a, b and d but choose 6 - 0, you than get

(X-vT)

which Is equivalent to special relativity.

Another non-trivial example la tha theory of broken Lorents. Invar lance

proposed by Everett . This theory which seems to have very peculiar

properties, la Just tha special relativity written In another convention.

Everett considers tha transformation (adopted to our notation)

t - T[T - (v-j)X]

x • r[X - vT] , (12)

where a(v) Is an arbitrary function of v and

, -1/2
T(v) - (1 - v2 • a(v))

He bring thla in tba fora (3) to find out tha role of each of the

coefficientsi

(13)

(14)

I - TtX - vT] .

This transformation Is equivalent to

a - f, b - r, A - 1. 6 - (a-v2)/v .

The arbitrariness of tha synchronisation is reflected In the undeter-

mined function e(v). Assisting the Einstein synchronization, we get froa

Eqs.US) and (14)

a • 0, € " -v, F •
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He see, therefore, that this theory is equivalent to special relativity,

as far as observable effects are concerned.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The four-paran*t«r test theory of STR la a powerful scheme for

classifying and interpreting the experiments and for Identifying equivalent

theories up to synchronisation procedure. Tha first-order experiments

measure the anlaotropy In the one-way speed of light, using the transport

synchronisation of distant clocks. Two clasaea of second-order experiments

have been differentiated. Mlchelson-HorlayIlka experiments measure the

anlsotropy in tha (average) spaad of light. Kamwdy-Tharndlka-llke

experiments measure the independence of the spaed of light from the velocity

of the laboratory system.
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